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Policies
Trouble Student Group

New

A-- V

BY JAMES RUSTIC

became the
Last spring, as students and fac- "status quo" vehicle for
ulty were finishing up another year
activitiescosts of repair due to
of Liberal Arts at Wooster, the normal wear and tear of equipment
As

audio-visua-

ls

Sculpture Winners Announced
Artistic Pieces

win be installed.

Chosen In Election

co-curricu-- lar

services department increased. Also, there were moof Andrews Library was creating a ments when equipment was being
new policy, involving the use of A-loaned to several groups causing a
equipment
lack of assurance that professors
This policy, sent to administrawould always have a projector for
tive personnel in the form of 'a classroom use.
.
memo on May 20, 1982, requires a
Such were the problems that
brought Tom Grant, head of audiovisual services, and Michael Free-- ,
man, library director, into charging rental fees for
use of equipment They regard the
A-services' foremost function as
use of providing
rental fee for
usable equipment for
1,
July
equipment effective
use;
Therefore, the rentclassroom
1982.
Now as a new year of intellectual al fees are designed to decrease the
use.The
for
life is being formulated, various demand
fees charged range from $1 per day
campus groups involved in
renting a zoom lens or a mike
education are finding nu- for
to $15 per day for a video
stand
merous problems as a result of the tape machine.
change in policy.
projectors and slide projecThe policy change was primarily film
two of the most frequently
tors,
equipmade to correct shortages of
equipment
cost $12 per day
used
ment supplied for classroom use. and $18 per day respectivley.
Before the new policy, A-- equip- . According, to groups which frement was loaned out to groups and quently use -Vequipment, the
individuals on something of a first rental fees will "have
come,
basis. If equip- impact on their ability a toserious
bring
ment was not signed up for class- films and slide shows to campus.
room use at a particular time and a
Kaia Phillis. member of the Hart
group needed it, they could use it. House,
believes the rental rates
equipfor1
pay
Having no cost to
hamper
will
their ability to raise
ment usage, it became quite popupertaining to the Every
lar for campus groups, program- issues
to show Woman's House programs. "It is
ming- dorms, - etc.
educational films and slide shows
Continued on Page 8
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ber

Campbell-Eato-

of

n,

Ath-

ens, with her sculpture "Aves,"
and ' Nancy ; .Bless, of Cincinnati,
with her sculpture entitled ""Home
-

foTTTNtttlear

Family."

t

--

Each 'artist will be in residence
at the College for one week during
symposium. During
the
this time the artists will each give
a lecture and slide presentation
about their work and the sculptures
-

two-we-

ek

11-1-

5,

Octo-

18-2-2.

BT JANE BUDD
During the months of September,
October, and November, the College of Wooster is hosting a series
of events entitled Sculpture Outdoors, focusing on outdoor sculpture in a specific setting.
The basis of the Exhibition, Outdoor Installation and Symposium,
is a competition open to all Ohio
residents holding a Bachelor of
Arts degree. The winners, chosen
by public vote from among four
finalists, will each install a piece of
their work some place on the campus.
Students faculty, and townspeople had the opportunity last week to
vote for the two artists of their
choice after models and photographs of the proposed works went
on display in Frick Art Museum on
September 13.
The winners of the competition

are Connie

Campbell-Eato- n

will be in residence October
and Bless during the week of

on

--

y

--

process as possible."
A committee of five Jurors chose
the four finalists in the competition.
The jury consisted of Dr.
Rebecca Seem an, professor of sculpture; Lee. Renner, a
student chosen on the basis of
application open to all students;

chosen by application; and Dr.
n
Meyer. Dr.
said
that the made sure- - that many
different facets of the Wooster com'
The sculptures will remain op munity were ' represented on the
jury,
;.
ZL
.
until November
After the four finalists were choIn addition to lectures given by sen,
the choice of winner was left
the two winners, the symposium
will include lectures given by Dr.
Continued on Page f
professor
Thalia
Gouma-Peterso-

-

-

-

Gocma-Peterso-

n,

Bell : American Education Improving
BYT. H. BELL

A

their-student- s

ip

oratories located throughout the
United States. The programs pro
vide Ph.D. scientists and engineers
of unusual promise and ability with
opportunities for research on problems largely of their own choosing,
yet compatible with the research
interest of the supporting laborato
ry. Initiated in 1954.' the Associate- ship programs nave contributed to
the career development of more
than 3,500 scientists ranging from
recent Ph.D. recipients to distinguished senior scientists.
e
Approximately 250 new
associateships will be awarded on a
competitive basis in 1983 for research, in chemistry, engineering,
and mathematics, and in the earth,
full-tim-

environmental, physical, space,

and life sciences. Most of the programs are open to both U.S. and
non-U.nationals, and to both
recent Ph.D. degree holders and
senior investigators.
Awards are made in most programs for a year with possible
extensions through a second year.
Senior applicants who have held
S.

--

.

Stipends

from

year for recent Ph.D.s to a

maxi-

mum of $50,000 a year for senior
associates. A stipend supplement
up to $5,000 may be available to
awardees holding recognized doctoral degrees in engineering, computer science, or certain areas of
earth geological sciences. Allowances are made for relocation and
for limited professional travel. The
host federal laboratory provides
the associate with programmatic
assistance including facilities, support services, and necessary equip-

ment
Applications to the Research

Council for current programs must
be postmarked no later than Jan.
15. 1983. Awards will be announced
in April,
Information on specific research
opportunities and federal laboratories, as well as application materials, may be obtained from Asso-

ciates hip Programs, JH

610-D- 1,

National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Ave:, NW, Washington,
D.C. 20418 (202)

334-276-

0.

n;

Gouma-Peterso-

school systems are beginning to
th mihlie elementary and report significant improvement in
secondary schools open for nearly the achievement level of
Fros Pms Services
as measured against the na40 million students this Fan, I see
years
The National Research Council the doctorate at least five
encouraging
evidence
strong
norm and against their own
and
tional
may request shorter tenures. In a
announces its 1983 Research
things are looking up for recent records. For another, many
that
are
programs,
awards
initial
few
reAwards Programs for
school districts have set rigorous
American education.
search in the sciences and engi- made for two years with a possible
a
turnaround
witnessing
We
are
standards for promotion and gradneering to be conducted in 18 third year of contractual support at from what many perceive as dec uation. Educators, parents and stufederal research institutions at lab- an academic institution.
our education dents have rediscovered an old
$23,500 a ades of weakness in
range
Asso-ciatesh-

of Art History here. Dr. Ruth
Meyer, art historian and Executive
Director of the Ohio Foundation on
the Arts, and by the two other
finalists in the competition, David
Black, of Columbus, and Paula
Dubaniewics, of Cleveland.
Each of the four artists speaking
win give a slide presentation and
lecture on his or her work. with,
emphasis placed on the models still
being displayed in the Art Museum.
Dr. Thalia Gouma-Petersis the
principal organizer behind these
events. She emphasized the openness of the whole competition, saying, "My whole concern in this
project was to involve the public as
much as possible ... Throughout
this .whole process we tried to
follow as open and as democratic a

Analysis

....

truth
that higher expectations
bring better results.
In my opinion, parents are justified in a renewal of faith in their
schools as a companion to the
continuing concern over some of
the more tenacious problems, such
as student behavior.
It is now possible to detect an
emerging concensus on priorities.
Few people gather to talk about
education without emphasizing the
importance of reading and writing
--

programs.

Parents remain deeply concerned
although many recognize that real
change is taking place. Clearly,
more school administrators are lis
tening to the communities they
serve.
A year zo. I established a Na
tional Commission on Excellence in
Education to look for ways to
improve the quality of teaching and
learning. The Commission has held
four hearings, has one more scheduled, and will make its report. In
the Spring. In those same months, I
have met with thousands of educators throughout the country. Alt of
us see problems but there is a
groundswell of optimism.
Let's iook at some oi tne signs 10
change for the better.
For one tiling, some nig city
.

--

--

skills.
Of

As a Nation, we have moved
into the computer age. Today,
more and more administrators and
teachers are using new technology
as a teaching tooL Our students
full-for-

ce

win hereafter have a better introduction to the world of work then
they emerge from school systems
that have exposed them to the
computer, and its role in today's
world.

I am encouraged also by the new
emphasis many educators place on
the need for improving and expand-- :
ing foreign language capabilities of
our students. If technology is one of
our tickets to the rest of the world,
foreign language is the other. All of us are concerned about
tighter education budgets, but it is
clear that progress is taking place
despite
or perhaps in some
our closer
instances because of
look at every dollar we spend.
.

greater importance to - the
future of American education, we
are rediscovering the need for
going beyond the basics in reading
and witting suns, if we tail snout

Con tinned on Page

t

.

reading, we emphasize comprehenReDresentatives of the
sion. U we talk about writing, we U.S. wary will be ca can-pu- s
emphasize precision and clarity.
on Oct. 5 and In tie
There is a crowing concensus. 1 Career Planning and Place
believe, for more attention to sci- ment Center. Ifcsy will
ence and technological advances. diseasing job eppcrtusiiisa
We hear a new kind of literacy-comp- uter
literacy
discussed with and eaocaucnai asstance.
justifiable vigor.

ts

,
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Concerning Peacemaking II
Today begins the most coveted pride of Wooster, the Peacemakd
intentions of its
ing Symposium. Shrouded in the
organizers and sponsors, among them The College of Wooster and the
United Presbyterian Church of the United States, will be well,
intentioned calls for peace, propagandists films, denunciations of
America, and condemnations of everyone who fails to buy the
prophecies of freeze or unilateral disarmament advocates.
Last week this column examined the problems and the grave
dangers the world would face if America were to adopt as policy the
proposals of those who denounce the Reagan Administration's
established goal of negotiated and bilateral arms reductions. It is
now time to shy away from the foreign policy arguments to consider,
quite simply, the symposium itself and its influence on the College.
To the extent that this weekend's peace program is a
event, and that, as President Copeland said in his
"Heavenly City Revisited" speech a fortnight ago, Wooster comprises "an association of scholars ... dedicated to liberal learning' the
symposium is an hypocrisy. An hypocrisy with dire implications for
this association of scholars.
It is logically consistent with the idea of liberal learning that
broad discussion of peacemaking should be the order of the day at
the symposium, discussion by a host of scholars and experts. Now
the organizers of the symposium were good enough to schedule a
congressman as distinguished and respected as Ralph Regula (who,
though recently billed as "a major speaker," does not even appear
on the symposium's advertising pamphlet), and Jerrold Footlick,
widely respected in the field of journalism and one who possesses a
fair and rational mind. Men of this ilk, regardless of ideology, would
have made respectable this peace symposium had they been in
good-hearte-

college-sponsor-

greater abundance.

But in its attempt to use the event as what certainly appears to
be a planned move to present a prevalent theme, the organizers of
the symposium have degraded it The podium will not be used to
encourage thought about the multifaceted problems confronting those
who search for peace, but rather as a tool to rally support for narrow
causes. Wooster, after last spring's Student Activities Board Justice
Symposium, is all too familiar with the likes of Michael Parent!, a
member of the Washington-base- d
Institute for Policy Studies whose
philosophy is consistently
These types evade studied
judgments to make harried points for ideology.
The lessons of the 1980 Peacemaking Symposium suggest that the
d
Parentis will be more prevalent than the more
elements. Those who were here two years ago will remember that
discussions went beyond the realm of peacemaking. Denunciations of
anti-Americ-

an.

level-heade-

f
presidential candidate Reagan, and President Carter
were too common. Symposium 1982 is not likely to be any different.
So we enter this weekend of workshops, lectures and films with
the sound satisfaction of knowing that the Presbyterian Church
(many of the ministers of which, lest we forget, have denounced the
Moral Majority for its indecent invasion of minds) and The College of
Wooster (this bastion of liberal thought) will solve the problems of
the world. Their answer will be simple: America must do away with
weapons of destruction.
Fortunately, the forgotten peacemakers, from the voters who in
1980 demanded sane peace to the policy administrators they sent to
Washington, are at the helm of the ship of state rather than engaging
in blind folly in heavenly Wooster.
Timothy E. Spenee

America,-o-

Today marks the beginning of
Wooster's second "Peace Symposium." At a liberal arts college such
as Wooster, one should expect to
find a wide variety of speakers
offering a profusion of viewpoints
on this critical subject. Tnis would
hopefully give impetus to learning
and help facilitate constructive de
bate. But such is not the case with
this symposium.
Somehow the College has man
aged to squander this fine oppor
tunity for a valuable learning expe
rience. Instead of finding a variety
of speakers with differing viewpoints, one finds that only a very
narrow periphery of the debate
over peace is being covered and
this through the continual rehash
ing of the same ideas.
Those who will be lecturing at the
symposium seem to have one characteristic in common: They may be
well-intention- ed

but the causes

which they support are almost

in-

variably detrimental to the best
interests of the United States.
We seriously question the inten
tions of some of the speakers at the
symposium. Take for instance Jim
Forest of the International Fellow
ship of Reconciliation. Mr. Forest
was formerly a member of the
World Peace Council (WPC) Secretariat
The WPC was founded in 1949 as
part of Stalin's Peace Offensive. It
was expelled from its Paris head
quarters in 1951 because of illicit
activities. It was outlawed in Austria in 1957 for the same reason.
The WPC is currently headquar-

tered in Helsinki;

The WPC has been called the
Soviet Union's single most impor-

Current Wisdom
"I believe it is neace for our time."

tant international front In a December 1974 meeting at Prague,
the WPC declared that its goal was

Neville Chamberlain, September 30,

"The road to hell is paved with good intentions.'

133

Old Proverb

to reduce American and NATO
military strength because, in its
words, they "provoked tension."
No mention was made of Soviet and
Warsaw Pact strength.
In its 1980 World Parliament,
held in Sofia, Bulgaria, the WPC
condemned various countries such
as the U.S., Israel, South Korea
and Paraguay for human rights
violations. No communist or social- -

aaaMeanaaanaaaal

aaaiaa

-a-

eSanlm

CoW

ed

Peace
Symposium
Follies

member of the Society for the
Philosophical Study of Marxism
and the War Resistor's League
(WRL).
The WRL, which works closely
with the Fellowship of Reconciliation, can hardly be called a peace
organization. It was founded in 1923
"to support conscientious objectors
whose pacifism was secular or
political in nature." This means
that the WRL was primarily supporting communists and anarchists
who objected to fighting to defend
America against their own kind,
but would be willing to fight a
"class war" in order to bring about
1st countries were mentioned. Has the demise of capitalism and dethe world not undergone a remark- mocracy and thus could not be
able improvement? In the past the
Continued on Page 3
WPC has also freely given awards
to terrorist organizations for their
contributions to peace.
Even more, the head of the WPC.
THE WOOSTEB VOICE
was preRomesh Chandra,
CSPSOO-ISviously a member of the Central
Published weekly during the academic
Committee of the Communist Party year except daring vacations and examination periods by the students of The
of India.
Two senior members of the WPC. College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.
The wooster voice welcomes all
Vitalli Shaposhnikov and Oleg ixiied
letters to the editor from stu
Kharkhardin, are members of the dents, faculty, administrators,
subscri
International Department of the bers ana members of the greater WooSoviet Communist Party Central ster community. All eorresDandenee mar
addressed to: The Wooster Voice,
Committee, which is the parent be
Post Office Box
The College of
organization of the KGB.
Wooster, Wooster. Ohio 44691. Current
Another senior member of the subscription is S12.00 per year for second
WPC, Boris Ponomarev, is a non- class delivery. $17.00 for first class mail
delivery.
voting member of the Politburo.
postage paid at Wooster. Ohio. PostIt should probably come as no master:
Send address chasms to The
surprise that Mr. Forest was form- Wooster Voice,
Post Office Box
erly chairman of the Communist The College of Wooster, Wooster. Ohio,
Party of Missouri and in 1954 was 44691.
Back issues are araflahlA from The
sentenced to a five year federal Wooster
Voice office.
prison term.
Another major speaker. Richard Boozer A.!
Chartier, is also a member of the
hb. Sports E4or
Me
r, Circulatfca ttaaag-Fellowship of Reconciliation
(FOR). The FOR frequently collaborates with the
Staff members; JtTI TtrmMtmA riam
World Peace Council. Despite its Bryaa, Jane Budd, Winston B. farrow,
claim of being a pacifist organiza- Ian Hartriek, Brian - Howland. Garth
tion, the FOR is not known for its Katner, Christopher A. Lose. Robert
Baehael Porter, Karen Sapio,
strong condemnations of world- - ter- Manning,
Warren Si41 TtavM drnman
ha
rorism.
Solbvaa, Cheryl Trautmana, Andrew D.
Ronald Santoni is listed as the wuaii, aasanaan nowae,. susaa
Jones, Sidney, Hastings, Joanna West-ervice president of the
Thomas Path nanial J CIVmH
Union of American & Japanese
Karl Praarirft RmhIm bTaIW D l.hL.
Professionals Against Nuclear Om- Laura
Boies, Franz Jantxen. Tesaie Tsa-nicide. Mr. Santoni is yet another varaa.
member of the FOR. He. is also a

John Miano
Warren Seidel
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Symposium JVeglects
Disparate Viewpoints On Peace

r

COMPILED BY CHRIS LUSE
BEIRUT
President Reag aa
announced that U.S. Marines will
remain in Lebanon until all foreign
forces depart. At a news conference, the President said that he has
"no way to judge" exactly how
long the 1,200 Marines
will
remain in Lebanon. Reagan said
when the Lebanese leaders feel
they have regained control of the
country, the Marines will leave.
JERUSALEM
A full inquiry
into the Beirut massacre has been
ordered by Israeli leader Mena-cheBegin. When Begin finally
bowed to pressure and agreed to
the probe, Israeli Defense Minister
Ariel Sharon remarked, "Nobody
will be exempt from the question
ing."
U.S.-Sorl- tt
GENEVA
talks
nuclear
continue on medium-rang- e
weapons in an unusually pointed
exchange. The Soviet representative called on the U.S. to "act now"
to reduce the tensions in West
Europe, while U.S. Delegate Paul
Nitze replied that the U.S. government had "serious concerns over
Soviet arms buildups."
BONN
The politically powerful
Christian Democrats gained support from West Germany's Free
Democratic party when they voted
to support the plan to oust Chancellor Helmut Schmidt in a parliamentary vote today. In his stead they
plan to elect Christian Democrat
leader Helmut Kohl.
WARSAW
Lech Walesa Is a
candidate for the second consecutive year for the Nobel Peace
Prize, a Nobel institute official
announced. Walesa is the leader of
Poland's suspended Solidarity Labor Union. Pope John Paul II and
U.S. envoy Phillip Habib have also
been nominated. Meanwhile, Poland's military government plans
to abolish the independent Solidarity Union in their reconstruction of
the nation's labor movement, a
government newspaper reported.
The article also made the remark
that Solidarity's leaders "went too
m

far "

WASHINGTON
The Senate by
margin approved the raising
a 50-of the U.S. debt ceiling to a record
11

$1,290 trillion, after first untangling
itself from several other amendments. The Senate passed the bill
to keep the U.S. government in
operation through fiscal 1983, which
begins Friday.
Chrysler and the
DETROIT
UAW met in unexpected, talks 11
days after a tentative agreement
had been reached. However, Chrysler spokesman Britt Temby said
"We are not perceiving this as
renegotiations." UAW Vice President Mark Stepps went back to the
table to Iron out details in proposed

absenteeism and insurance pro-

grams, reports said. However, local UAW officials were told to put
ratification plans on hold in this
unprecedented move.
WASHINGTON
The U.S. Justice Department said Monday that
it may ask the courts to dismantle
school busing plans in Cleveland
and other major cities. William B.
Reynolds, head of the Department's civil rights divisiosr said,
"remedy (busing) has failed to
work in school district after school
district" Reynolds also said the
department would not as of now
initiate plans to undo existing decrees.
Continued on Page T
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Continued from Page 2

considered conscientious objectors.
Charles Rawlings is affiliated
with the National Center for Economic Alternative, a radical economics group. Mr. Rawlings also
spoke at the Institute for Policy
Studies Washington School. Another EPS member speaking at the
symposium is Michael Parent!, who
has spread Marxist propagandas
this campus before.
The IPS is a rather infamous
organization. The National Review
has described the EPS as the "perfect intellectual front for Soviet
activities which would be resisted if
they were to originate openly from
the KGB The EPS has the reputation of being the home of the KGB
in America.
The EPS gathers information on
American defense activities and
also works to obstruct the gathering of information by American
intelligence organizations. A movie
to be released in December called
"The Spike" is based upon the
reputed activities of the EPS.
It is apparent that many of the
organizations with which the major
speakers of the symposium are
associated are trying, to subvert
America in any way they possibly
can.
In "addition, there will be no one
at the symposium giving an analysis of the policy of the Reagan
Administration, which has propounded bold and imaginative
arms control proposals, and is also
only v the chief policymaker and
spokesman for this country.
True, Congressman Ralph Regu-l- a
will be speaking, but he is not a
spokesman for the Administration.
Mr. Regula. for instance, voted in
favor of the Nuclear Freeze Resolution, which the Administration op-

poses.
The organizers of the symposium
seem to feel that one is an enemy
of peacemaking if he does not
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BY SUSAN FIGGE
Those counting on hearing a com
plete expose of the KGB should put
aside their snv novels (or Dolitical
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Stat Rap.
Frank Barbaro
Unity Party Mayoralty Candidate

n

science texts) and recall another
kind of literature from another
phase of life
the fairy tale.
Presented by Professor Joel Wilkinson, "My. What Big Ears You
Have" has more to do with Red
Riding Hood's astonishment at
seeing the Big Bad Wolf than with
our concerns about the Russian
Bear.
Chairperson of the Russian De--.
partment and the General Literature Committee. Professor Wilkinson teaches courses in Russian
literature, culture and language
and in literary theory and criti
cism. . .
.i puypcicisr..
tt.
an active
nc uas necn
specializing in productions of Rus
sian fairy tales, a genre in which
the oral tradition and the dramatic
mode are combined. For his
he will discuss the continuing influence of oral traditions on
modern Russian literature and will
demonstrate that literature's dramatic quality in a "Reader's Theater" presentation of selections from
modern Russian poetry and fiction.
Additionally Professor Wilkinson
plans to illustrate the effect that
reading aloud can have on literacy,
on reading comprehension and on
pleasure in literature. Recent
studies have shown that children
whose parents regularly read aloud
to them, especially after the age of
6, learn themselves to read more
easily and to enjoy reading more.
Reading aloud, says Wilkinson,
helps with reading comprehension
and reading problems in all fields.
He himself has found that reading
aloud has neipea wun mastering
difficult physics and computer science materials.
In addition to his teaching and
chairing duties, Wilkinson is a professional translator, who has translated nonfictionmaterial on folklore
and folk culture and, together with
nis wne, atonica, many contemporary short stories which will soon
be published. He has also team
.1
Ml. VU Claartaa Dm.
iraiutaiicu wiui
ius who visit-v- Yastremski,
fessor Slave
ed the College last year. A poet
himself, he is currently translating
a series of 90 poems by one of the
!

State ten. Julian Bond
andottiara
Music and Bntartalnmant

.-
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Soviet Propaganda
Poster by the U.S.P.C., the U.S. affiliate of
the W.P.C. The Soviet influence is readily apparent In spite of the

flag, the tanks are actually Russian

support the Freeze or unilateral sham and a farce. Hopefully the
disarmament. Nothing could be fur next symposium will truly explore
the various alternatives for peace
ther from the truth.
If there is to be a Third Sympos and will be more than a forum for
or
ium, we hope its leaders will strike the spreading of
a competitive balance between tne Marxist propaganda.
conflicting viewpoints on how peace
can best be attained. The conspicuous absence of opposing viewpoints
make the current symposium a
pro-Sovi- et

The Tanks Are Coming ?
Dear Editor:
I recently heard that a group of
"young republicans" had requested
for permission to place a tank on
the College of Wooster during OUR
2nd PEACE SYMPOSIUM this
weekend. The administration de
nied the request and laughed it off.
The Peace Symposium does not
represent elimination of national
defense; however, it does represent
the concern that the foreign and
military policy must change. This
symposium provides access for
concerned people to learn and exchange thoughts.
The tank idea was great because
it would show that tactical weapons
are where most military funds go,
and indirectly, that 70 percent of
our tactical weapons can be converted to nuclearized conditions
(Institute for Policy Studies).
It always impressed me seeing
the toys of the military, but "put it

?sa--w

-

1

News
Digest

3

in my face" that so much energy is
devoted to war machinery. "Yes,
so to the symposium." Unite.
Mark D. Stansbery
Federation to Progress
Wayne County Coalition

lor Peace
EDITOR'S NOTE: I was enthusi-astiealhoping that The College of
Wooster would finally be liberated.
But my hopes were dashed.
presSeidel,
According to Warren
ident of the College Republicans,
there is (a) no young republicans
chapter on campus, and (b)' Seidel
said neither he nor his group authorized a tank to materialize on
campus this weekend.
It would appear, then, that our
bloodthirsty military leaders win

ly

T-5-

5s.

The Wooster Voice accepts
signed letters from students, faculty, administrators, subscribers and
members of the greater Wooster
community.
Letters must be typed and
and should be submitted by 8:00 o'clock p.m. on the
Tuesday preceding the paper's publication.
Submissions which are in poor
taste or which otherwise do not
follow, the established guidelines
will not be printed. .
double--

spaced,

World War III
Begins Tonight

I

A

most significant contemporary
To the Editor:
The members of the First Section Russian emigre poets. Dmitry
would like to encourage all memfor
bers of the college community to a Professor Wilkinson has lived that
!.
Hi
VSI
Mil W
UIUI ' W IIi.a
attend and support the Peace SymU.S.S.R., including the year 1979-8posium this weekend.
Tonight we will be having a when he directed the Leningrad
World war III party. We would like program wr uic uvuutu u uun um
to state that the World War III tional Educational Exchange. He
party is in no way meant to glorify has lead numerous student tour
the horrors of war. On the con- groups to the Soviet Union.
Big Ears You Have."
trary, we intend to illustrate the a. "My, What
.a
a.
a
rreuacsuay in
hope
oe
We
war.
of
next m
nature
ui
iieia
ludicrous
converting
their
preoccupied
be
and a
M
entertainment
steer,
in
offers
gathering
this
view
will
this
"toys" to "nuclearized conditions'' all
new look at an important Russian
at more appreciative coHeves.
The Members of First Section cultural tradition.
Timothy E. Spence
Bo-bysh- ev.

l.t.l
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S
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Arts and Culture
The Internationalist

Paris:
Reflection Of Civilization?
A city is a urban configuration coexist in this nocturnal atmos Arab and some French restaurants
with buildings and people and a phere.
give a local international atmosIn the heart of the City, the Seine phere to the "quartier," while the
particular atmosphere. It is this

particular atmosphere mat turns beats its natural and regular music with its different cultural
some of them into legends. So, here rhythm and seems endless. Some backgrounds envelopes the night
is Nadine Plante's effort to capture "peniches" (coal barger) follow with a cosmopolitan veiL
the charm of Paris in a nigbtwalk with a certain serenity the walk of In the center of this, a beautiful
lovers who go along the "Seme

through the city.

Plante

is from Normandie. and look for plenitude.
.

France and has studied English
inthe University of Paris. She is the
French Assistant for this year and
brings with her the experience of
having lived m Pans, having loved
r.
it, and having enjoyed its
Let her be our
special-characte-

tour-guide- ...

Tessie Tzavaras
The Interntionalist

Nadine Plante
Paris in the moonlight: a time
when wanderers look for the mystery of the nightlife. Some areas
look as if all their inhabitants had
been sent to Coventry: quiet and
sad, showing no traces of life.
Others are overwhelmed with joy

and vitality. Lights, screams,
'smiles; all that symbolizes life can
be encountered throughout the eve-

ning.
On the one hand, the City is
asleep; on the other hand, nightlife
blooms. Some people look for quietness and the warmth of homelife,
and othrs for anything that would
help them forget the boredom of

On one edge of the river, Notre
Dame stands proud, a testimony of
French culture, and attracts thousands of pairs of eyes that admire
its perculiar architecture, that reminds you of complex lacing patterns. The lighting of this piece of
art captures the sight with its
mystic attraction. And, all at once,
history shows its power and brings
us to another century.
Walking along the "Seine" and
crossing it, we enter an entirely
different world. People bumping
into each other, screaming and
laughing, chatting or facing the
silence of loneliness give a special
color to the area of Saint Michel.
This is "Quartier Latin": named
after the students of the 13th and

On the one hand,
the City is asleep; on

the other hand,
nightlife blooms.

14th

century who frequented the

quartier" to socialize and debate
on various subjects, especially lat

the everyday routine. Paradoxical
feelings, paradoxical views of life in. All around, Greek, Chinese,

or HISTLE

the college magazine
of literature and
tlie arts
SUBMIT

your short stories,
poems, essays, songs,
photographs, artwork and Ideas
to
David Means

Box 2238

fountain seems to bring a fresh
touch and serves as a shelter where
hundreds of people come expecting
to find a certain warmth in the
presence of others. It is also the
place where in the summer-tim- e
young people stay up to two or
three o'clock in the morning for the
sake of discovering that their hopes
can be justified; it is these kinds of
things one dicovers at the fountain
of "Quartier Latin." And it is also
the place where some "Baba Cool" Artistic iciilstnrea in Severance Art Building's Mackenzie Gallery.
types (60's style for the U.S.) ask Art work is on display dally In the gallery. Photo by Frants Jantxen.
anyone for a cigarette and play or
listen to the guitar until late in the
evening, expecting some financial
support from the colorful crowd of
people who come out of the numerous cinemas.
Now. imagine that you take the
metro that brings you to the
Champs Elysees.
It is midnight and the white
lights of the train give birth to an
BY KARL HENNING
austere atmosphere, everyone
The usually stark concrete interi (the indistinct "sliding" from one
looks at each other, afraid and on or of McGaw Chapel (once affec note to another, as a trombone does
their guards, and only rarely one tionately described as the most easily). Although Mrs. Garlick's
reads a smile on some face that costly nuclear fallout shelter in mastery of these
appears like a big questionmark. Ohio) was filled with colors both techniques made them very accesThe train stops and you get off, visual and aural in the recital sible, the Naissance qua piece
walking and listening to the re son- - presented last Saturday by Nancy seemed to lose a little direction in
nance of your steps in the long Buckingham Garlick and Brian the middle. At this point the phounderground corridors. Here you Dykstra.
tography served very well as a
might be faced again with one of
A rather brave experiment in an diversion rather than a mere comthose guitarists who will try to area of the country where people plement, although the increased
charm you with their voice and are apt to translate "Contempo motion of the last movement retheir music. When you get out, rary" as "Beware," the program established the listener's interest
lights come from everywhere. And was a refreshing departure from
Also featured in the program was
L Avenue des Champs Elysees" is the traditional recital formulae. a piece created by Mrs. Garlick for
long
a
life.
street covered with
like
composed of visual art as well as synthesizer (tape) and photography
The atmosphere is very different music by men and women of this entitled Shapes, in which the two
from Saint Michel. The luxurious century.
contrasting media combine to crefeeling is apparant in eveything
Furthermore, the composers ate imagistic vignettes of five geofrom the expensive restaurants, to from whom Mrs. Garlick drew her metric forms: the rectangle, the
the plethora of fur coats one can repertoire are not, for the most hexagon, the circle, the starburst,
admire on women's shoulders. part, well known, so that the pro and the triangle.
Walking down the Champs Elysees, gram read something like a menu
The climax of the program, in
you just feel like in a Cosmopolitan in a Bohemian restaurant.
which Mrs. Garlick displayed the
you
can hear ever kind oflanbath;
The program opened with three technical brilliance and wide dyguage but French ...
ambient Miniatures (1957) by Kryi- - namic range characteristic of the
But no one can forget being tyna Moszumanska-Nadain clarinet to full effect, was the
stupified by-t- he
splendor of the which the musicians were bathed in Preludia Taneczne (1954) by Witold
"Arc de Triumphe" which stands colored lamps according to the Lutoslawski, a name probably
at the top of the avenue as an mood of the individual piece. There more familiar to audiences.
Emperor at the head of His Em followed a Sonatina (1956) written
A very energetic piece with a
pire.
by Bohuslav Martinu, which con constant drive, the Preludia also
After this little walk through tained very classicist fragments portrayed many different moods of
Paris, through two of the many with modern twists.
the clarinet, from the dervish calively quarters of the city
Perhaps to the chagrin (or per price of the Allegro giocoso to the
the
others being, Pigalle, Montmartre, plexity) of the more conservative pensive dialogue in the Andante
you segment of the audience, the mod- between a forbodlng piano and a
Les Halles, Montparnasse
keep in mind the antagonistic pic- ern twists redominated in the pres- more resigned woodwind.
ture of two different worlds: the entation Metamorphosis, a simultaintellectual world and the business neous performance of Yvonne
one; the idealism of the '70s, and Desportes' La Naissance d'un Pap- the omnipresence of luxury; the tllon ("Birth of a Butterfly") (1975)
quarter with the narrow, colorful with projected slides of photoStudents eonsiderfoff onin in Kit.
and warm streets where conflict, graphs and Chinese brush painting rope between now and the end of
but also great acquaintances can by Mrs. Garlick which depicted, next Jane can go for about half the
take place, and the notion of exten- sometimes realistically, sometimes regular economy fare by taking
sive space where anonomity is the impressionistically, the stages of a advantage of a new fare being
rule; May 1968 and its stigma, and caterpillar's metamorphosis into a introduced y Air France this fan.
The Youth fare, 1629 roundtrip
the reflection of the French export- butterfly.
able patrimony that tourists so
Desportes' music contained a ple- from New York tn PH la mW- often come across. Isnt it the thora of modern techniques for the ttve Oct. 1 through June 25, 1923,
abandance of paradoxical value clarinet, such as multiphonics (the w u avauaiue u anyone oetween
that makes Paris a fascinating laborious production of more than the ases of 12 and 22 t Hm, nt
reflection of European civilization? one note simultaneously), flutter- - departure.
i tongue articulation and glissando

MusicAtWooster

Stark McGaw Sets Scene
For Colorful Music Recital
"new-fangle-

r,

d"
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College Republican President Wanes Sddel discusses eaiajsJa
pUas with state senate candidate Lowell Stelnbrenner. Uir,!a-ner- t
wife, Janice, a Junior at the Collefe.looks oa. Photo bj LLZxj
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Belated Birthday

OICEY'S ALIGNMENT
S4S

Sprue

Woow

WHEEL AUGNMEN
TTM

-

a WtQQLt

SWCMUSTS
FOREIGN S DOMESTIC -

SMAftT

J

Wishes To
Howard Raber

Campus Security Officer David Glaser caught an unsuspecting automobile parked legally outside Babeock
Glaser. a US graduate of Wooster, continues to serre the College until he finds employment with the Ohio
State Highway PatroL Photo by Winston B. Farrow.

!

Sculpture Winners Announced
Continued from

HELEN'S HOUSE OF TURQUOISE

Page 1

1 50

Sale on all sterling and turquoise

open to the public. "Anybody in artists, their work, and the symposFriHav and Saturdays
wooster or neighboring towns could ium will be published. It will be
. ' D,.!IJt.. - I tL- n
come and vote," according to Dr. available in the Art Museum and
the Bookstore for $4.
This project was made possible
Approximately 187 votes were
east, a large percentage of which through a grant from the Ohio Arts
Buying and Selling Gold and Silver
Council and a gift from Robert II
. were cast by students.
um won
In order to expose the art work to Meeker, a Wooster alumnus. The
more than just the college commu symposium and exhibition are dedinity, the sculptures will be placed cated to the memory of Dr. Donald
MAXWELL'S STEAK HOUSE
somewhere next e
brick walk If acKenzie, formerly a professor of
by Kauke, but very close to Beall Art at the College.
Fine, grain fed beef
Symposium: Sculpture Outdoors
Ave. The exact locations have not
Monday, October 11, 4:15 p.m.
yet been determined.
New
York Strip $5.95. House Specialty
1
ProThe first sculpture to be installed Dr. Thalia
fessor of Art History, The College
will be "Aves," by Campbell-EatoFree cake with birthday dinner
a bird-lik- e
formation made of Wooster "Sculpture Outdoors:
1 mile from Buckeye Mart
from strips of red oak, cherry, and Tradition and Innovation"
Tuesday, October 12, 4:15 p.m.
Located Rt. 3 Norm,
cotton string. In her statement
sculptor,
about the work, she says it "has Connie Campbell-Eatobeen created from my interpreta- slide lecture on her work.
Thursday, October 14, 4:15 p.m.
tion of common skeletal structures
Paula Dubaniewicz, sculptor,
found in the bird family. The sculpture was constructed in such a slide lecture on her work.
pattern as to allude to the feeling of Tuesday, October 19, 4:15 p.m.
expanded wing position beginning David Black, Professor of Sculpture, Ohio State University, slide
to take flight"
on his work.
Campbell-Eato- n
has studied, lecture
Wednesday, October 20, 10 a.m.
taught, worked, and exhibited priDr. Ruth Meyer, Executive Dimarily in Ohio.
The second structure to be in- rector, Ohio Foundation on the Arts
stalled will be "Home for a Nuclear Convocation: "The Public and Art"

I
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We alto do work on
exhaust systems, brakes,
suspension systems,
and shocks.

The Wooster Voice
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345-831-

Mateer Auditorium
Thursday, October 21, 4:15 p.m.
Nancy Bless, sculptor, slide lec-

Family," by Bless. It resembles
the skeleton of a house on its side
and half buried., It will be "a
wooden structure painted with the
same adhesive and glass beads
used in highway signs. Light from
Bean Ave. traffic light will activate
it at night." she says in her state-

1

Gouma-Peterso-

TH

RESTAURANT

&

PIZZA WITH THE CIS

COOCTAJllOUNGi
OPfN

S PM TO 1 AM
SATUKMT S Ml TO 1 AM
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TO H AM
S

2G2-713- G
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2G3-01-

m

00

' OOSSTUB

THE HERO

r
i

ture on her work.

Lectures will take place in the
College of Wooster Art Museum
(large lecture room) unless other-

HOUSE

1

wise indicated.

2.

ment

Bless has taught in the United
States and Europe - and has received grants from national and
state arts organizations to participate in and organize public arts
projects. Her recent work has
shown a concern with the intersection of public and private life and
with the environmental problems
around her,
. The artists will be needing help
when it comes time, to construct
their sculptures. Any person inter
ested in helping should contact Dr.
n
at Extension 2151.
The process of installation will be
completely photographed, and in
January, a catalogue about the

I

U.S. Department of Energy
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...perspective...

FROM WASHINGTON:

N.A.A.C.P Financial Aid Cuts
Officers
To Break B a ckbone
Named
Of American

Salience
Ian Hartrick
Writing

WASHINGTON. D.C.

this column has been as much a
personal inquiry as anything else. I
began writing it two years ago as a
reaction to the unthinking, some-timdishonest, and often biased
work Louise Blum was so capable
of presenting. Unsurprisingly, I
learned from the experience and,
surprisingly enough, I Changed my
mind on some issues. That is the
Same of the game; I went to
Washington, D.C. on the Washington Semester program this fall to
further my experience in it
Our subject here over the past
several weeks, has been Defense
issues and experts from both sides
have been presenting figures. The
fudge has been thick and the figures have been sticky. After all
that, I had to get up in front of the
class and present my side. With all
the information and thought I could
muster, I came up wun wnat 1
thought were the parameters of the
problem.
The class was unpersuaded.
Numbers and facts (even unpleasant ones) were worthless because
they just did not believe there was
a difference between the foreign
policies of the U.S. and the U.S.S.B.
that there might be some difference between the external acts of
totalitarian society and the acts of
a democratic one was totally beyond them.

es

--

The military problems the U.S.
has developed over the last ten
years concern me; the credibility
gap here terrifies me. Given, healthy skepticism of government decisions is utterly necessary. No government is going to be incapable of
error, malfeasance, and the production of just plain rubbish as
policy. The difference between a
democratic and a totalitarian state
is that correctives and limits are
available for the democratic one.
In the last ten years we have
thrown away a bad president and a
bad war voluntarily. The national
debate we are now seeing would
not even be possible in many countries.
Why then the cynicism? Perhaps
we expect too many instant solutions or institutional perfection.
Perhaps our proper rejection of
interpretations of
some events has led to a false
equality of greys. Maybe the task
of making objective judgments has
grown too hard. Maybe cynicism is
just too chic and popular.
What further confounds me is
that cynicism is often combined
jrith idealistic hopes for the future.
Without the will to take up the
burdens and tools in existence
there can be no better world; the
naive cynicism that is so current
leaves me skeptical of the future.
black-and-whi-

te

--

The College of Wooster's NAACP

chapter "must become more visi
ble," according to Rodney McCalis
ter, the newly elected president
"This is the association's third
year on campus and the output has
been low due to various causes.
However, this year and hopefully in
future years that win change.
"The NAACP is a social action
organization," McCalister contin
ued, "meaning our chapter is obligated, not only because of the
needs which exist, but also because
of our commitment to the National
office to actively pursue the goals
the association stands for."
"My concern," McCalister said.
"is that the College of Wooster's
chapter be consistent in our efforts
for positive change. There are
many important issues and problems facing minorities on this campus, as well as the general Wooster
community, that our chapter needs
to address.

McCalister believes that the
"can and will have

NAACP voice

national attention," which in his
view will mean, "we are a force
that will have to be reckoned
with."
The NAACP executive officers
elected at the meeting last Sunday
night are: Rodney McCalister.

president; John Queener,

Vice-Preside-

nt;

Martha Horst, Treasurer; Kathy Smith, secretary; Johnny Allen, Sergeant at Arms; Joseph
Owusuansah and Elizabeth Turner,
Chairs.
The next NAACP meeting will be
Sunday, Oct 10, at 7 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge.
Co-Members- hip

"HEY SCOTS FOOTBALL TEAM,
If you win Saturday
Splro will give 5 large ptzzasl"
MATSOS FAMILY RESTAURANT
West Liberty Street
Wooster, Ohio 44691
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Mon-Thur-

Fri. & Sat.

Daniel J. Sikorski
This week's column will deal with what

educational system, the backbone
of this country will be broken. As it
is, one almost has to be upper-middclass to rich to be able to
afford college. The Pell.-- Grants
alone are scheduled to be cut massively, which means 1880.000,000
less in financial opportunities for
those who can't back college costs
without help.
For Ohio students alone, this
means a loss of some 136,000,000
over last year (Pell grant appropriations for Ohio for school year
1
were about 590.5 million. For
'8344, there will be about 154.3
million available for Pell grants.
Also, when you consider that other
programs such as
campus-base- d
will be cut
SEOG's and Work-Stud- y
from $48.7 million all the way down
to $15.3 million, we're going to be in
some heavy-dut- y
financial trouble).
or at least the most
The worst
idiotic
cut of all is the elimina
tion of the Department of Education. As if getting a quality educa
tion wasn't hard enough, dear
Ronnie feels that it should be near
ly impossible. It's already to the
point tiH you have to be reasona
bly well-of- f
to go to a good liberal
arts college (for those who just got
here, tuition, was actually as low as
S6.950 two years ago. We all know

Noon 11:00 p.m.
11 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
11 a.m. - midnight

le

80-'8-
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Thanksgiving Is coming

so maka your rosorvotlons now.

Expires 112282. Offer valid with VOICI coupon only.
No coaiblnoa1 coupon offer available.

- Robert Klein

tho rush.

CALL
i
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in The Washington Post
na

Dotrciea Ct.
Weester;

C.

For Your Convenience
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bar-b-qo-
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Flair Travel
Consultants

any ordor of Dlorlo's special srnckod,
d
sparo ribs.

n

Trickle-dow- n

S

Got $l.C3 off

"Spiro makes the best pizza
from here to Naples."

think that Reagan is helping the
poor and disadvantaged (unemployed. Social Security dependents,
etc.). I would like to hear your
logic or most reasonable argument
As far as I see it there are none.

is a practical joke
being played on .people who no
longer have any sense of humor
about such tlungs. Meanwhile, the
defense budget gets more offensive
every day. The rich continue to get
richer, and everybody else gets
surplus cheese. '
My personal theory about the
gutting of the education program is
that Ronnie knows that the fewer
people that get to go to college, the
more people will have to join
the
,
I
i
mIIU.w
w stay uive
uiiuuujr ui
unter
for who can get a reasonable job
without at .least a BA (and sometimes, it's almost necessary to
have a Master's or Doctorate). A
cheap way to increase the military
force without the political suicide
involved in reinstating the draft
No man has the right to deny the
basic right of a -good education to
anyone, and if Ronnie and the
Reaganites in Washington don't re
alize this soon, there are going to
be a lot of unemployed Republicans
leaving Washington soon.

Mon. - Thurs. 5:00 PM - 10:30 PM
Fri. - Sat. 5:00 PM - 12:30 PM

-

is now. Thank God for

The people who need the most help
are the ones who are getting kicked
in the face
and if you seriously

FKEE
ERYl
Delivery Eooto

264-880- 0

it- -

Ronnie's education policy, such financial aid!). The situation reads
that it is. In simplest terms, his like something out of 1984: if you
policy seems to be hack, slash and started out on the bottom, we're
destroy. Senseless. Without a firm going to make sure you stay there.

2680 Cleveland Rd.

--

s.

Education

m (M

HOURS
Sunday
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ntiwnniojK

264-650-

5
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Pranksi Irs' Priceless Gems
Transfi m Timid Sheep
BTPmLUim:

CUFFLER
Often when U
lg, innocent.
s to college ne
harmless persoii
ess, scheming
t miess,
turns Into a IT
prank-pullePi
Pyfcaps 0there is an
underground e
Practical
cirse
Joking 101, sa: -- that
$hat transforms
these humble sheepv into vengeful
,

r.

1

wolves.
Almost everyone on campus

ei-

ther remembers a favorite prank,
has pulled a priceless gem of a
joke, or has had one pulled on him.
There are many different types of
jokes; the 'oft repeated classics like
setting clocks ahead an hour (sending the target to class an hour
early) and taking people's towels
while they're in the shower. And
then there are the more imaginative jokes: supergluing beermugs
to stairs and parking Datsuns on
the library steps.

News
Digest

people like to pick out
targets and pull elaborate schemes,
planning for weeks ahead of time.
Others like to just have a rowdy
good time and start a
fight or talcum powder
war.
...
.Why do students do these disruptive acts? One freshman remarked
that "college life is a spontaneous
life." Others have more straightforward motives "Revenge!"
UI think that its just a method of
blowing off steam," says freshman
Sarah Crawford.. "It's a good way
to relax."
Some jokes are a subtle parody
towards the administration, like the
informational sheet concerning the
care of a drunk person that, appeared in several bathrooms informing students in "reinforce
sit beside the
drinking behavior
person with a glass of beer and say

S.G.A. Briefs
Items of interest to the student

body in the Student Government

Some

shavi-ngcrea-

Association this week:
Fund requests have been collected and the Financial Affairs Committee will be working very hard in
the next two weeks allocating
funds. At last estimate, the FAC
has been requested approximately
$3,500 more than is in the General
Fund.
Any campus organization that is
interested in participating in an
Umbrella Support group (US) to
encourage and unify smaller campus organizations, please contact
Libby Black, chair of the Social
Concerns Committee, as soon as
possible. libby can be reached in
the SGA office any weekday from
noon to I p.m.
In conjunction with the Umbrella
Support group and to show the
Student Government Association's
support of other campus organizations, any group or individual may
use the ditto machine in the Student Government office. The SGA
is showing its support of other
campus groups by helping them to
defray operating- expenses (using a
ditto machine is - much cheaper
than photocopying). Anyone wishing to use the ditto machine must
provide their own ditto masters and
paper and pay It per copy. Stop in
at the Student Government Association office any weekday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. for details.

m

limmm, good beer, Mmmmf "

Administration, take note!
Whatever the reason for practical
joking, college pranking is an es-

tablished tradition, and is still

going strong. Therefore, don't be
Continued from Page 3
too surprised when you come home
WASHINGTON
Contributions late one night to find your room set
by Ofl and Gas companies to 1882 in the quad outside your dorm, with

-

congressional candidates totaled all your friends drinking your beer
from Jan. l to July 31, and ordering pizza to be delivered
1982, more than by any other indus"out front" Instead: sit back, pop

14.3 million

Entertainer David WCIs performed last Thursday la XIcGaw i

jfiir

or

Coa-

-

tat

appearance on campus was sponsored cy
Activi2es Board. Photo by Franti Jantzen.

College Bowl Sign-U- p Sooncompete
your

Are you ready for the college
varsity sport of the mind. Now is
the time to get your team organized and register for the College of
Wooster College Bowl Tournament.
sheet in
There will be a sign-u- p
the Student Activities Board which
is located in. the rear. of Lowry
Center on the ground floor adjacent
to Mom's. The sign-u- p sheet will be
there after Wednesday, Oct
Tournament play will begin during
the week of Oct. 25 through the
week of Nov. 1. The exact time and
place of the tournament- - will be
announced at a later date.
13-1-5.

chance to
Here is
and challenge other dorms, small
houses, sections, clubs, and organ!-- nations, etc After registration you
will have approximately two weeks
to get your team prepared for the
tournament. Preparation will entail
learning the rules and regulations
and studying other material that
will be offered to your team. Therefore, get your act together for the
intensely exciting and fun. varsity
college sport of the mind.
If you have any questions, please
contact Tara Fetherling or Gary
AdkinsintheSAB office or can ext.
.
2200 or 2062.
"

o

-

r

:

a can, and begin planning your
revenge.'
"the
message" to political candidates
"is as powerful as it is obvious."
WASHINGTON
If ajar parts of
a Job training bCl were agreed
upon by congressional conferees in
a compromise. The bill would end
the remnants of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act and
give $3.8 billion in block, grants to
CHINESE
the states for economically disadvantaged youths and others.
514 East Liberty Strmmi.
Woostar, Ohio
WASHINGTON
President Reagan denied blame in a news conference for the Recession and rising
unemployment, pointing at former
262-295Democratic presidents for "years
of government mismanagement"
TUE.WED. THUR. 11:30 AM h 9:0C PMl FRI SAT. 11:30 AM t 10PM
President Reagan said he sees
PM to 9M1 PM CLOSES MONDAY
SUNDAY 1
signs of "a good recovery" but
admitted that the jobless rate in
September "may touch 10."
try. The Citizen-LabEnergy
lition, a consumer group, said

153
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QUALITY MEXICAN FOOD

ff

open till
10 p.m.

BURRITOS
DINNERS TACOS
CH0JTOS
ENCHILADAS EMPANADAS
DINING ROOM OR DRIVE THRU
204-43- 50

Mlcholob On Tap
Vo'll Soon Do

1

322 BEAU. AVT. WOOSTER. OHIO

Serving Mexican
Doors, Dos XX end Carta Clanca

TORO RESTAURANT
Purchase Two Or tAoro Tccos and
. Receive A Free 12 oz. Dovercge.
EL

:

- F--

?9
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1? Botvar RoatfS.W.
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LONE STAR BREWING COMPANY. SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS

614503

Expires
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Policies
Cause Trouble For Students

New

Audio-Visu-

al

Pase 1
difficult for Hart and programs are expected of us groups that have an account with
House," she explained, "because by the college."
the treasurer's office will have a
Evidence coming from SGA fund discount on rental rates.
we are operating on practically no
Continued from

especially

budget."
exSenior Lee Clasper-Torc- h
pressed similar concern for the
group SCM (Student Christian
Movement). He believed it a student right "to have reasonable
access to these aids." Besides
being at a loss as to why individual
students andor student groups
were not contacted about the new
policy, he added that there had
been no proof shown to the campus
that the policy is warranted. Clasper-concluded by raising the
Torch
issue of equity, suggesting that the
policy will "favor groups that have
the budget and can pay for it."
Babcock International House has
also been affected by the change in
policy. Films and slide shows are
essential to the Babcock program
so as to provide a thorough picture
of the world community.
Though both Phillis and Clasper-Torc- h
had received no announcement of the policy change, Babcock
director David Hopkins did. He
learned of the change this past
summer when Dean Rick Swegan
rented video equipment for RA
training. "I personally feel very
strongly against it (the policy)." he
commented. "I've never heard of
this happening anywhere else I've
worked. We're all on strict budgets

Dirao'O cmvG

requests reinforces Hopkins' point
regarding strict budgets. Campus
groups, feeling the pinch for additional costs to run a. movie program, have relayed these costs to
the SGA Financial Affairs Committee. FAC receives its funds ($3,000
per qt.) from Campus Council
which originates from student tuition ($42.50 per person). Hence,
students are being asked to use
tuition money to rent equipment
already owned by the College.
This quarter, according to FAC
Chairperson Jenny Dean, the campus groups have requested an addispecifically for
tional
rentals. In that SGA is
by a 1 ratio, the cost of A-materials is an extra burden.
Dean made it quite clear that
cuts would have to be made, very
$200-530-

A--

0,

over-request-

V

ed

V

2--

probably affecting campus

But the policy of changing rental

fees will not change. ''Repair
costs," explained Grant, "are forc-

ing us to charge fees. A bulb alone
for a movie projector costs $25."
He described the situation with this
analogy: "It's like the friendly
neighbor who for 20 times lends out
his rake. On the 21st time, the man
explains that he cannot lend it out.
that he needs it himself. People
have been able to borrow equipment in the past, but we can no
longer afford to do so."
"usage
Grant said that
of film is free. Therefore, if a group
reserves the preview room they
can show a film free of charge.
He suggests that if anyone has
any questions with the policy to
contact him at his office.
in-libr-

ary

pro-

gramming.
In effect then, the supply of
campus programming, if it is assumed that the majority of funds
come from the SGA, will be
squeezed by the rental rates.
Since the initiation of this article.
Grant and Freeman have been
working toward changing this poliOn Tuesday, Oct 5, the College of
cy. The new policy, though not
complete, will have different rental Wooster will be visited by Sean
Dean of the School of Irish
rates' for different uses. Campus White,
Studies. The school was founded in
1969 to offer junior year programs
in Irish subjects to overseas

Sean White
To Discuss
Irish Studies

-

Newly painted and freshly, sealed, the track In Severance Stadium
receives considerable use in these dawning days of Indian Summer.

420 Csst liberty
r7eesfer

PNo fy Mle vefrg.

TheWooster Inn

Large Selections Of Domestique And Imported
Wine And Been. Alto, A Large Seiection
Beverage and Chip.
Ot
Mon-Aleoho-

r.

Ke

An Adventure
At Tb Base Of Brail Ave.'
Monday Mm Vmntwr 11 m.m. to 11 p.m
- to 1 t-FricUf and Saturday: 11

"Located

--

In Delightful Dining.

m.

1
For reservations, call (216)
Wayne Ave. &. Gascht St. Wooster, Ohio
264-234-

BROKEN ZIPPIER?
Don't throw out those

WE REPLACE

ZIPPERS
PROMPT - TOP QUALITY

R0NDY
CLEANERS
Weekdays 6i30 a.m. - 5t30 p.n4
--

264-645-

For $9.95, join us every nite to enjoy our gormet

special; with delicious delights such as the beef oscar
with bearnaise sauce.

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
The Protestant Chapel
on Campus

Joans & Pants with a
broken zlpperl

Sot. 8 ftru - 1 p.m.
236 S. Maris St. Ph.

"li

4

WORSHIP EVERY SUNDAY
10:30 A.M.
McGAW CHAPEL
COME AND JOIN US!
Pastors: Gordon Stewart,
Mark Wendorl .
MtisicDirector;
" Nancy Daley

New Poetry Contest
grand prixe will be

A S1.000

awarded in the upcoming poetry
competition sponsored by world of
for
Poetry, a quarterly-newslette- r
poets.
any
on
Poems of all styles and
subject are eligible to compete for
the grand, prize or for 99 other cash
or merchandise awards, totaling
over $10,000.
Says Contest Chairman, Joseph
Mellon, "We are encouraging poetic talent of every kind, and expect
r contest to produce exciting
"iewveries."
Rules and official entry forms
are available from the world of
Poetry. 2431 Stockton Blvd.. Dept
D, Sacramento, California, 95317.

Education

Continued from Page 1
An in all, there is much to
commend in oar American system
of education. I am particularly
impressed by the reports of
m
and the strengthening tie
between private citizens, the business community, civic organizations, and the - schools." Dramatic
results ean be expected as volunteers turn their limitless energy to
the improvement of learning opportunities.
. Even as we remain aware of the
negatives
and we never really
lose sight of them
we can find a
lot of good things to say about
education if we look and listen tais
'
year.
Mr. Ben is Secretary ot the
Department ot Education.
volun-teeris-

-

.

.

y
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once again. This time "the Muskies

CAHpl)LYN MATTHEWS

ThlJ weeM has been a very busy avenged their earlier losses and
weeM tor the volleyball team, play swept the Scotties,
Wooster's last matches of the
ing tJ ree ri atcbes and one tourna-meweek were played at' Ashland Col28.
Oi Nedni iday, September 22, the lege on Tuesday, September ColFindley
Wooster
defeated
first
Country
Scot es tra eled to Muskle
(Ma dngun ), where they played a lege, but then lost to the Ashland
toug Musk pgum team. In the first Eagles. Findlay was totally overby Wooster's power. The
two I games Wooster played well whelmed
15-indicate that
and quicklj Jset the Muskies back scores. 15-- and
In the first game Janet .Harring15-- 5
and lift. Nice sets by Kris
Rudd and Janet Harrington made ton and Kris Rudd again had great
spiking easier for Kris Leslie, Car-y- n sets, while Caryn Hommes spiked
Homms, and Karen Light. and blocked extremely welL Kris
Many of Wooster' s points came on Leslie had her usual game. She
returned serve well and sent a few
Tammy Alltn's deadly serve.
In the third game Muskingum Findley members diving for' her
took an 0 lead, bat the Scotties shots.
Karen Light contributed with
didn't give up. They pulled close,
some great blocks. Tammy Allen's
but not close enough, losing 15-awesome serve set the pace for the
fought
a
up
hard
That set
for
though, over half of
fourth game which had both teams second game,
sweating out every point Wooster Wooster's points came when Tammy served. Bernice Walker once
prevailed in the end,
a fine jobr when called
Ashland, however, played every again, did
point. Wooster didn't get any upon. " " '
In the final match, against Ash"free" points. They had to earn
Wooster played well, but fell
land.
every point-en- d
did.
The Scotties then had a long day just a bit short of defeating the
on Saturday, September 25. They Eagles. It took the Scotties awhile
traveled to Ohio Northern for a to warm up as15--Ashland soundly
That was all
tournament where they played five defeated them.
they defeatas
needed
Scotties
the
off
They
one
day.
reeled
matches in
ed Ashland almost by the same
three straight victories.
in the second game.
The Scotties defeated Ohio Wes- score, --15-ley an, Muskingum, and Otterbein, Karen Light's outstanding blocks
were the highlight of this game.
all by the score of
In the rubber game it was WooIn the finals Wooster faced powster's
defense and serving that pre- ;
."
Ohio
Northern.
erhouse
them from winning. It was a
vented
Three tough games were played,
then
with Ohio Northern winning the close game up until about
tourney;
In the loser's bracket, the Eagles took control, winning 15-Wooster's overall record is now
Wooster had to face Muskingum
2-- 0.

nj

.
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Elections

S.G.:A..

tties Keep Busy Schedule

BY ANDREW GOLDMAN
The Student Government Asso-

Meetings of the Student Governciation's annual elections were held ment Association are held on Monlast Friday, September 24, in the day evenings at 7:30. p.m. in the
Lowry Ballroom and are open to
dining halls at Lowry and
the public.
sixty-eigThe following are new S.G.A.
students
members:
showed to vote for the
Lawrence Allen. Heather Brow-nel- l.
running from theCollege's 18
Melody Buonafe, Julie Carter,
voting districts, including the newly
district for Frank Casmer, Al Cleveland, Doug
organized
students not living in College hous- Danster. Ken Dixon, Julie XI. Ferings The 37 Representatives elected guson, Daniel E. Green, Jane
Michelle Kaper, Robert
include 28 new members to the
James LaPolla, Han Levan,
General Assembly.
Kit-tredg-

Five-hundr-

e.

ht

ed

54-candi-da-

tes,

off-camp- us

Hof-mey-er,

Richard L. Iooais, Cathy LoveU,
Anne Scales, Chuck Ryan.
Mike Mafen, Jeffrey Martin,
Mark MeClurg, Edith McGandy,
Sarah Mortensen. Kevin NahMan.

Scott Nieholoson, Jodi Nunnari,
Kim Patton, Gary Peterson. Janice
Proeasxy.Xranna Rice. Megan Rog

ers. Sandersuran Selvaratnee, Heidi Smith. Tad Tuttle. .Lacy D.
Wallace Jr. and Mindy D. Warren.

La-Mon- te.

.

8--

9.

15-1- 0.

:

5.

6,

2--0.

7-- 7,

8.

2-- 1.

Hockey Team Up And Down
Coach Terri Proedehl was optiBY JOHN BROMELL
over her team's play, saymistic
ups
and
This has been a week of
downs for Wooster's field hockey ing, "We put together some things
that we hadn't yet
team. In that order.
This week the Scots play Ohio U
In the first game this week, the
Scotties gave Muskingum a 0 at 4:30, Sept 30, in an away game,
drubbing. Julie Schubert got things and Wittenberg at 11:00. Oct 2, at
going for Wooster, scoring the only home.
goal of the first half. Then Cindy
Runnette added another goal in the Do you have any questions about
second half to put Wooster ahead,
the photo equipment you brought

(

3--

2-- 0.

last goal of the game came
from Schubert to give her a two
goal performance for the day.

from home?

The

Stop

Wooster's nlav was not as eood as

have been against a DiviItsionshould team,
and the score could

SOTBM CAMERA

HI
have been much different if tney
had played up to their capabilities.
During the second game this
week against Kent there was some

SHOP

controversy over how fair the
Scot's opponents were playing.

That is why when the game ended
with the score 2 in Kent's favor,
the Scots were left with a bitter
taste in their mouths. There were
some questionable pushes and
shoves from Kent's side "that
stirred tempers and created an
atmosphere of mounting tension.
Kent scored the game's first goal,
but Marty Karoly, tied the game up
The
(Patty Rudman assist at
score remained the same for the
rest of the half.
, The first goal of the second half
was scored by Cindy Runnette, to
put the Scots ahead 1, But Kent
proceeded to score three straight
goals and Wooster Was never able
to recover.
However, - the competition was
Division I, and the Scots played

-

In any turn and get

1821

Cleveland Road,

across from the hospital

.

4--

STEZIO SPECIAL

--

1-- 1.

-i--

Discount prices on

cgmtact

well.

'

-:.;

--

ANYTi:.:2C2TWrrN
3--

7

pntf

DAILY

V

--

top quality oqulpmont
for homo and auto.
1 brand names available.
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Akron

; 2217

Bofaw
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i Canton

j

(216) 4564361'
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Sports

Drop Third Game
To ICenyom Lords, 16-- 8
cott

BY DAVID BRYAN

For the third time in the young
1982 football season, the Fighting
Scots football team went down to
defeat The Kenyon Lords put 16
points on the scoreboard in the
third period to put the Scots on the
losing end of a 16-- 8 score.
After trading punts early in the
first quarter. Kenyon made the
first real drive of the game with
10:57 remaining in the quarter.
Starting on their own 49 yard line
after a Ron Wright punt, the Lords
picked up two first downs and
appeared to be ready to score.
Greg Potter ended the Lords'
threat with an interception on the
Wooster 27. Both teams then traded
punts before the Scots got
offensively.
With 5:46 remaining in the quarter, and the ball on their own 20, the
Scots quickly moved into scoring

i

un-track-ed

v

7

position.

Wright started things off with a
yard run around the right end on
the option series. Two passes, one
to Neil Arcuri and one to Steve
Kreuter, gave the Scots two more
first downs and put the ball on the
Kenyon eight yard line.
Arcuri cracked into the line
twice, but fumbled on the second
try, giving the Lords the ball on
their own three yard line.
After an exchange of punts left
Kenyon on the three again, the
Scots defense held them deep in
their own territory and forced a
punt. Wooster took control of the
ball on their own 44 and began their
only scoring drive of the day.
Two passes, a fourth down gamble and a third down draw play all
resulted in first downs and the
Scots found themselves with m first
and goal at the Kenyon six.
Wright went around the left end
for six points and then ran for the
two point conversion after Kenyon
was assessed a roughing the kicker penalty on the first PAT try.
After the touchdown, Kenyon
started off quickly as they got two
first downs on passes. A good hit
produced a loose ball after the
second reception and Gregg Barney
recovered the fumble at the Scots'
42

Wooster's Andy Thorpe (24) beads toward the goal In last Saturday's
soccer match with Earlham College. The two teams tied the event
Photo by Sidney Hastings.
1--

1.

Nye Sees Soccer Team
Snowing Improvement
BY DON SANDFORD
The Fighting Scots soccer team
is beginning to show the improvement that Coach Bob Nye had
predicted earlier in the month.
They are playing better as a team

and they are taking many more
shots on goal.
On Sept. 22, Division 1 and nationally ranked Akron U gave
Wooster its toughest game so far.
The-- Scots defense played a very
strong game and goalie Mike Buckley came up with 18 saves.
Akron was in control of the game
right from the start but even so,
they only scored one goal in the
first half. The second half started
out looking the same way, but with
a mere 11 minutes left in the game,
the ball found the Wooster goal.
Two minutes later it found it again.
And again. Final score Akron 4
Wooster 0.
Two days later, the men from
Spring Arbor, Michigan, traveled
down to, try to beat the Scots for the
second time this year. The game
started looking very good for Wooster. In the first 30 seconds of play.
George Mauser raced down the left
side of the field and lofted the ball
Jeff
in front of the
goal-mout- h.

Berichon broke from the Spring
Arbor defenders and headed the
ball right past the stunned goalie.
From that point. on, the game
became a seesaw, with Spring Arbor taking only 4 more shots than
Wooster. They outscored the Scots
by three goals, and the Scots had
another loss,
The following day, theScots
faced another out of state team,
Earlham College of Indiana. The
Scots had never lost to Earlham
and they were determined to keep
it that way.
A bobbled ball in front of the
Wooster goal resulted in Earlham's
only score on the afternoon. From
that point on, Wooster maintained
eontrol of the ball, firing almost at
will (31 shots to Earlham's 5). Tbey
were able to hit home only once,
and at the end of regulation time,
the score was tied at one apiece.
Two ten minute overtime periods
did nothing for the Scots except
give them tne opportunity to take
five more shots and the game
ended in a tie.
The Scots face Malone tomorrow
at 2 p.m. and on Oct 6, they will
travel to Cleveland State.
5-- 2.

.

45.
A 34

yard bomb to Randy Bene-fiel- d
from Wright moved the Scots
into scoring position quickly.
From Kenyon's 18, Wright gained
eight yards on the option. On the
second and two play, however,
Arcuri committed his second fumble of the game. Kenyon recovered
on their own eight yard line.
Kenyon defense got untracked
early in the second half as they
blocked a Ron Wright punt When
Wright recovered in the end zone,
the Lords were credited with a
safety.
After the ensuing Scot free Kick,
Kenyon moved in for their second
score of the day. A holding penalty
by the Scots defense and two passes put the Lords on the Wooster
three yard line.
Handel completed a three yard
touchdown pass to Stoner on a
second and goal play, tying the
game. Doherty added the PAT and
Kenyon led
The Scots were forced to punt
after one first down and committed
their second major penalty of the
game in doing so. By not allowing
the Kenyon punt returner to catch
the ball before hitting him (he had

Wooster Senior Randy Benefleld keeps the ball from a Kenyon Lord
daring last Saturday's home game. Wooster lost the competition 16-its third loss this season. Photo by Sidney Hastings.
8,

not called for a fair catch), the
Lords began from their own 40,
instead of the 25.
Two passes for first downs set up
a 29 yard pass from Handel to
Stoner. After the TD pass, Doherty
added his second PAT of the game
to give Kenyon a 16-- 8 lead.
The Scots had two more drives
before the game ended, one in the
third quarter and one in the fourth.
Passes to Marinos and Benefield
and a 15 yard penalty on Kenyon
moved the ball into Kenyon territory in the third period. The drive
was stopped by successive sacks of
Wright that amounted to losses
totaling 13 yards.
The Scots were on the move
again late in the game. A Kenyon
penalty, two rushing first downs
and a completion to Benefield put
the Scots on Kenyon's 41.
After two incomplete, passes,
Wright was intercepted on the Kenyon 34 and the Lords ran out the
clock to win the game.
For the game, Wright completed
.

'

13 of 29 passes for 152 yards with
one interception. He also led the

team in rushing with 62 yards in 12
carries. Benefield was the receiving star with 78 yards on four
catches.
Unlike the first two games, penalties hurt the Scots in key situations, rather than the size of the
other team. In their first two
games, the Scots were worn down
defensively by the fourth quarter
and that is when the other teams
did all their scoring.
The Scots travel to Ohio Wesley-a- n
on Saturday to face the high
powered air attack of the Bishops.
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CITY NEWS
On the Square, south of the traffic signal

The store that has everything
Tobaccos, imported and domestic;

9-- 8.

Magazines; Newspapers; Novelty Items; Gifts; Gaines; Etc.
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PREVENTING

WAR:

NUCLEAR

A Few Simple Facts
we believe
Do you want toa prevent nuclear war? We do. And
; TJ,.,
;
r
i
n.

that

weakness

or from strength? By restoring strategic balance and

preserving nuclear deterrence?
The answer requires analysis. The current debate over the
military nuclear issue seems to be creating more confusion than
understanding. For those who want to prevent nuclear war, the time
has come to insist on a few simple facts.
It is a fact Americans do not want a nuclear war. It is a fact that
Americans do not want a war of any kind. It is also a fact, however,
that Americans do not want to suffer the fate of the people of Poland
and the other countries dominated by the Soviet Union.- - It is a fact that when a few Western tourists tried to unfurl a
"peace" banner in Red Square they were immediately arrested by the

V

'

KGB.

.

The arguments for a nuclear arms freeze now beard in the U.S.
and Western Europe would be seriously debatable if the same kind of
free debate were allowed to take place in the Soviet Union. America's
37 year old policy of nuclear deterrence coupled with conventional
preparedness and a continuous diplomatic dialogue with the Soviet
eaaers is the only U.S. government policy which has been 100 percent
'
successful.
37
It is a fact that in years since the dawn of the nuclear age
there has not been a nuclear war anywhere. There has been no war
between the superpowers. There has been no war in Europe. Europe
has enjoyed its largest period of peace since the fall of the Roman
Empire.
It is thus a fact that the U.S. Nuclear deterrence policy has been
a remarkably successful and sane policy. It has also been a
remarkably inexpensive one. Less than 3 of the total federal budget
is devoted to the nuclear deterrent.
These are the facts. The challenge to those who truly want to
prevent nuclear war is to make certain tnat these remain facts. War is
resented by deterrence and deterrence is achieved by strategic
E alance. To those seriously determined to prevent nuclear war, there
is only one way to reduce nuclear arsenals: a mutual, balanced
reduction which depends not on empty promises but on ironclad
treaties and reliable provisions for vertification.
A balanced, verifiable mutual arms cut will continue to prevent
nuclear holocaust. A freeze which freezes imbalance will dangerously
erode the tried and tested deterrence and actually make nuclear war
more likely.
Do not be fooled by simplistic slogans. Support only those
policies which history has demonstrated can prevent nuclear war.

THE COMMITTEE
TO PREVENT NUCLEAR
WAR

International Headquarters:

413 East Capitol Street

Washington D.C. 20003
USA
(202)

543-128-

6

European Headquarters:
Arrow

House-4t- h

2731 Whitehall

Floor

London SW1A 2BX

England

Join the Committee to Prevent Nuclear War.
Paid for by the Committee to Prevent Nuclear War.

